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Library Additions
SpeleoScene: NCA Newsletter, No.48
Sept/Oct. 2001. Also includes NCA
Training Bulletin No.2001/5.
SpeleoScene: NCA Newsletter, No.50
Jan/Mar. 2002. Also includes NCA
Training Bulletin No.2002/1.
North Wales Caving Club:
Newsletter 278, Jan/April 2002.
Features trip report to caves in
Northern Spain.
Cambrian Caving Council:
Newsletter April/May 2002. Including
CCC AGM minutes.
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary
Society: Stone Chat Volume 22,
Number 3, Spring 2002.; Stone Chat
Volume 22, Number 4, Summer 2002.

New Member
Daniel Kendrick has had his final
reading and is now eligible to join the
Club.

Man Engine Follow-up
Mike Shaw, in the Spring Issue of
‘Below’, referring to a possible man-
engine at East Roman Gravels, seems
to have been given some inaccurate
information. Their 1882 general
meeting was held on August 1st.,
and was distinguished by the fact
that no directors were present,
although letters of apology were
received from three.

It was the report of the Roman
Gravels meeting that appeared in the
Mining Journal for October 7th, 1882,
but there is no mention whatever of a
man-engine. Mr. Peter Watson,
comparing the state of the mine with
what it had been when they took it
over, remarked “We can now send
shareholders down in about one and
half minutes... “, comparing it with
twenty minutes in the kibble. But that
was in a cage, of course.

I have never seen a reference to a
man-engine installed in any of the
Shropshire lead mines, and I don’t
believe that one ever was.

G.W.Hall

Congratulations
Bob and Julie

Bob Taylor and Julie Turner were
married on February 14th, 2002 at
Zell-am-See, Austria.

Bradley Turner and a group of
friends travelled for the occassion.
Both mothers were unfortunately
prevented from flying due to medical
conditions, but enjoyed seeing
videos etc. See page 3 for photos.

Alan Taylor
New Drill
Andy Harris has now purchased (and
by the time you read this no doubt
fully tested) a DeWalt battery
powered drill for the Club.

During initial tests Andy managed to
drill 34 , 16mm holes about 100mm
deep in a reinforced concrete fence
post with just one battery ..... (next
time he will use a drill bit, quite why
he wanted so many holes in a post is
another matter!)

Andy says: “It is much easier to
handle than the petrol drill. In short -
it’s too good for general use - I have
decided to keep it on the wall above
my fireplace and look at it as a work
of art.

“If I ever do let it out for ‘proper’ use
- we should definately be thinking of
a nice padded bag or box to take it
underground in - just to keep it
comfortable, warm and dry etc etc.”

Maybe we’ll see it in action one day!

Peak Guide
One of your members bought a guide
off me with an "Odin" page missing.
If you can circulate your members
and ask them to contact me I would
be grateful.

Ralph J.
Does this mean anything to anyone?

DCRO 50th
Derbyshire Cave Rescue
Organization is celebrating its 50th

anniversary this year and to
celebrate the event a 12 mile treasure
hunt challenge is to be held on the
13 July near Buxton. The following
day (the 14th July) there is a BCRA
seminar on Underground gases, also
at Buxton as part of the same event.

DCRO goes Quackers -see page 24.

South Wales Thefts
Now that caving activity is picking
up again after ‘Foot and Mouth’, the
thieves have also come out to play.
Vehicles have been reported broken
into and all gear and clothing stolen
at several popular caving locations,
notably the Clydach Gorge and
Llangattock. Beware and take care!
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

NAMHO Chairman
Shropshire again holds the
Chairmanship of NAMHO. At its
recent AGM the representatives of
the 80 organisations which make up
NAMHO elected their officers for the
coming year (Ivor Brown and Wes
Taylor, present Chairman and
Secretary, had not offered
themselves for re-election).

The representatives appointed Mike
Moore as Chairman, and Sallie
Bassham as Secretary. Ivor had been
and ‘officer’ since NAMHO started,
as Treasurer 1979-88, Deputy
Chairman 89-93, and Chairman 94 -
2002. Over the years the Chairman
have been: D.J.Carlisle -1984,
A.Pearce 85-86, A.Williams 87-88,
M.Gill 89-93, I.J.Brown 94-March 02,
now M.Moore.

Broseley Opencast
Parkhill Estates Ltd. have applied for
an extension to their present
opencast site for coal and clay at
Caughley near Broseley. It is stated
that the 20 year operation would
produce about 500 tons of mineral
per day from a site of 65 hectares and
from depths up to 30 metres.

The area has been mined by deep
mine and opencast in parts
previously. Underground workings
from the early 18th Century to 1956
and opencast from at least the 1930’s.

1901 Census
The 1901 Census information is now
available, so it is possible to update
some previous articles. For example,
the item on John Fletcher,
Chartermaster in Below 2001.2. In
1901 John was 55, his wife 60 years,
his mother now a widow lived with
them. (Annie was the daughter of
Jonas Jones who showed the Child
Employment Commissioners around
Hills Lane Pit in the 1840’s). John had
lost his job as Chartermaster, when
the system was abandoned about
1900 and was now described as
“Overlooker at Colliery” (Overlooker
is a surface superintendent).
John’s son (known to have been in

charge of women on the surface),
was now 30, his wife Minnie was 25
and he was also an “Overlooker at
Colliery”. Has anyone come across
this term in Shropshire before?
Note: a Shropshire “underlooker”
was an underground superintendent
or ‘overman’.

Coalbrookdale Culverts
A study, both surface and
underground, of the Coalbrookdale
Culvert System has been completed
by consultants and a report
deposited at IGMT Library.

Parts of the culvert system date from
the 18th Century and parts are up to
3.5m wide and 2m high with large
chambers and cascades several
metres in height. Much of it is still
accessible, although parts are heavily
silted or inaccessible due to poor air
quality. At one point an obvious
sough enters it complete with
ochreous water. This may be part of
the Lightmoor Sough system.

Missing Stone
The ‘Wedding Stone’ near Pennerley
Chapel has gone missing. This had
eight shotholes which could be fired
using mine explosives to celebrate
weddings. Similar stones (with fewer
cannon-holes) exist near Shelve
Church and the Iron Church at Grit
(believed to have been last used in
the 1930’s).

Broseley Mine Remains
Substantial mine remains can still be
found in the woods on ‘C.R.Jones
land’ near the hairpin bend on
Broseley Road. The mines closed
c1950 and the offices have been
converted to a house. There are
several engine foundation blocks,
adits and fenced-off shafts, an almost
complete14ft. egg-ended boiler,
remains of a cage with flanged tub
rails and tub holding bar, iron kibble
with attachment for side tipping, iron
pipes, and a square brick column with
an iron plate on top and a concrete
‘flue’ attached. Nearby there appears
to be a couple of Lancashire boilers.
[See pages 18-20  for more details]

New Publications
Jackfield Mine Disaster 1856
By I.J.Brown, published in the
Broseley Local History Society
Journal No.23, published 2001.

Story of Little Minsterley
By P.Francis (available from
Minsterley Newsagents, price £5
(information about Callow Hill Mine
and Drainage Level, Snailbeach and
Minsterley Railways, Malehurst Mill
and ropeways).

Video: Steaming through
Shropshire
By Jim Clements (B & R Video
Products, Crosshouses, SY5 6JJ)
contains scenes of sidings and steam
trains at Granville Colliery in the
1960’s.

Longannet Closes
The last deep mine in Scotland, the
Longannet Complex, Fife, has closed
and been put into liquidation after an
estimated 17 million gallons of water
flooded into its workings on
Saturday 23rd March.

The inrush, from an unknown source,
cut off ventilation and access to the
mine, which was owned by Mining
Scotland. Miners at the pit were laid
off immediately and the company
announced proposals to put it into
liquidation 6 days later.

The Company decided that it was
impossible to guarantee that there
would not be a repeat of the incident
without more detailed information on
abandoned mine workings, but they
were unobtainable. At the time of
closure, the mine employed 500
workers. Last year the mine received
£21.5 million in government aid under
the UK Coal Operating Aid Scheme
(this is designed to allow mines with
a viable future to overcome short-
term market problems), it also made
170 workers redundant in November
due to geological problems.

Materials World, June 2002
(submitted by Brian Tildesley)
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Blwch Glas
20th April 2002

Members Present: Chris Andrews,
Alan & Vicky Robinson, Mike
Worsfold, Steve Holding, Mike
Davies, Ian Davies, Ian Cooper

NAMHO 2002 this year is to be held
at Aberystwyth, as part of the
weekend SCMC members have
volunteered to lead SRT trips into
Blwch Glas mine, situated above Tal-
Y-Bont, at NGR SN 710 877.  Our
intention on this trip was to ensure
that the all the pitches had secure
anchoring points in preparation for
the NAMHO tours.

The open level used to access the
mine is situated on the hillside above
the remains of the mine buildings,
imposing structures built of concrete
adjacent to the road.  The first pitch
is within sight of the entrance, offset
to the left of the passageway.  The
way down is via an original laddered
man way.  The ladders and platforms
are generally in good condition,
although the first ladder flexes
rhythmically as you climb it.

Two hand-drilled anchors were
located in the wall a little way back
from the pitch-head, these formed a
backup belay and a traverse line.
Two new bolts were positioned in the
wall above the first ladder, these
enable a ‘Y-Hang’ to be rigged for a
self lifeline rope to be used whilst
descending the ladder.  At the top of
both the second and final ladders
another bolt was positioned to act as

a rebelay.  Care was needed
descending the final ladder as
various rungs are missing.

The bottom of the first pitch brings
you almost straight away to the top
of the second pitch, this starts as a
small hole in the floor of the passage.
Existing anchor points took the form
of a stake in the wall and two ‘spit’
anchors that didn’t look too secure.
New bolts were positioned well back
from the edge of the pitch on each
side of the passage, this will enable a
substantial ‘Y-Hang’ to be rigged.
To prevent the rope running over the
edge of the pitch, (a guaranteed
awkward manoeuvre whilst prusiking
out,) a bolt was installed on the wall
above the pitch, this was rigged as a
rebelay to reduce the force on the
anchor.

Decent of the second pitch begins in
a narrow ‘slot’ about 5ft wide and at
a slight angle, after about 15ft this
breaks out into a stope, the remaining
50ft being a totally free hang.  The lip
before emerging into the stope would
present yet another awkward
manoeuvre whilst ascending the
rope, to prevent this a bolt was
positioned on the hanging wall to
form a deviation.  Installing this was
a group exercise, the first person
down evaluated the situation and
decided a deviation should solve the
problem; they then dropped to the
bottom.  The second man down took
the petrol drill and hammer, located a

sound section of rock and drilled the
hole, before descending to the
bottom.  The next person installed
the bolt, dropped a hanger down the
pitch, (towards the two already
waiting at the bottom, fortunately
positioned out of the way of falling
debris or people,) fastened a second
hanger to the anchor and rigged the
deviation.

Once at the lower level we explored
along the floor of the stope, admiring
the two cages still in their
underground headgear and
supported above a flooded shaft.  A
brief bite of lunch preceded the climb
back up the rope, the earlier rigging
ensured the accent was a textbook
exercise.  Upon reaching the top
again we decided that the rigging
could be improved upon, this
resulted in the placement of another
bolt, the end result being a Y-Hang
back up, feeding into a Y-Hang
above the pitch.

All of the bolts placed were either
10mm or 12mm diameter and were
‘long’ anchors.  Hopefully we have
improved the rigging situation in this
mine in preparation for the NAMHO
2002 event, with any luck regular
inspection before use will show them
to be a safe, worthwhile, and long
lasting investment in safety, and lead
to a reduction in rope wear.#

Ian Cooper

Bob and Julie - Wedding Photo’s
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Members Present: Chris Andrews,
Alan & Vicky Robinson, Roy
Fellows, Mike Worsfold, Eileen
Bowen, John Priest, Mike Davies, Ian
Davies, Ian Cooper

We met on the approach road to
Tarmac’s quarry, just outside the
village of Rhydymwn, where we
changed and were joined by two
members of Grosvenor Caving Club.
The short walk from the car to the
entrance of the mine enabled us to
see the substantial concrete cap that
now seals the top of Olwyn Coch
shaft, our means of access into the
mine system.

Since the top of the shaft is sealed,
entry into the mine is via a short level
that leads from the shaft to surface.
The original mouth of the level is
now behind a brick wall, but it is
possible to drop into it through a
metal hatch just behind the wall.  We
soon reached the top of the shaft,
still protected by a metal framework
and warning signs.  It is possible to
look down the shaft but the light
from our lamps was insufficient to
show the bottom, about 400ft below
us.  The only noticeable feature in
the shaft was a piece of plastic sheet,
apparently situated half way down.
With nothing to act as a reference it
was hard to judge just how far we
were looking, everyone agreed it was
a long way!

Descent of the shaft is accomplished
using original ladders along the side.
Looking into the shaft as we reached
the bottom section we could see a
tangle of cables and damaged RSJ
girders hanging across the shaft.
When it was decommissioned in the
late 1980’s the guide-wires that ran
the length of the shaft were cut and
allowed to drop, on their way down
they landed across the RSJs, bending
and distorting them in the process.
The wire ropes now hang down as a
tangled web at the bottom of the
shaft.  The sound made as the cables
dropped must have been impressive
as each one was tensioned by a
weight of 4 tons!

At the bottom of the shaft we saw
the 11kV electricity sub-station,
switch-gear, and battery chargers
complete with batteries still on
charge!  A slight deviation from our
‘tour’ took us into the Milwr Tunnel
to see a diesel locomotive still in situ.
The water level in the tunnel was
above welly height, normal working
depth for this time of year.

Moving to the limestone workings
we entered what had once been a
marshalling yard of railway sidings.
Across the end of this chamber were
two ‘Eimco’ rocker shovels, still
coupled to a train of hopper trucks.
All of the trains were moved around
the mine using electric locomotives,

Milwr Tunnel Limestone Workings
10th March 2002

as there is very little ventilation, this
limited the length of the trains and
formed a bottleneck as the trucks
could be loaded quicker than they
could be moved to the surface.

We moved from this chamber into
one of the large working chambers, a
passageway approximately 120ft high
and 80ft wide by several hundred
yards long, with equally large
chambers leading off from the side in
a ladder pattern.  After lunch we
climbed through a hole in the wall of
the chamber and started making our
way back up through the old
limestone workings.

When the limestone was first
extracted the miners were experienced
in lead mining, so tried removing the
limestone using stopes and hoppers,
when this failed to work they
changed their technique to excavate
large chambers.  Our route took us
past a number of large conical
hoppers in these old workings.  On
our way out we detoured to look at
the edge of the ‘flat workings’, the
original lead mining area, and one of
the explosive stores that were used
to store industrial explosives on
behalf of ICI during the Second
World War.  Leaving the explosive
store we returned to the access shaft
again, only this time we were already
half way up – just 200ft to go!

Ian Cooper

Bats Evicted
The world’s largest colony of bats
living in a man-made structure has
been evicted to save Cambodian
history.

For nearly 30 years, visitors to the
capital, Phnom Penh, have seen the 2
million bats take flight at dusk from
their home in the National Museum’s
roof.

Due to damage to ancient artefacts,
caused by droppings, wire meshing
has been used to keep the bats away.
The eviction ends a lengthy debate
over what to do with the bats, who
have now left .... but no-one knows
where they have gone too!

Mining Aid
Six coal mines in England, Wales and
Scotland are set to receive over £8.4
million of government aid following
European Commission approval.
Brian Wilson, Minister for Energy
said: “This takes the total amount of
aid approved under the UK Coal
Operating Aid Scheme to more than
£150 million.

Britain’s coal industry will continue
to play a major part in meeting UK’s
energy needs in the future.”

Shropshire Star
Thursday, June 6, 2002

(submitted by Brian Tildesley)

Pumping to Stop
UK Coal has announced that it plans
to cease pumping operations at its
mothballed Thorne Colliery near
Doncaster.

The mine has been kept on care and
maintenance since 1956 following an
ingress of water that caused the
collapse of part of its No.2 shaft.

UK Coal has spent almost £1 million
a year maintaining the colliery which
has probable reserves in excess of 50
million tonnes. The company plans to
cap the mine’s two shafts in
September.

Materials World, June 2002
(submitted by Brian Tildesley)
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Ivor Brown started work at
Kemberton Pit, Shropshire on
Monday 7th July 1952. (After
‘signing-on’ on Saturday 5th July -
contract 7.00 am - 4.00pm Monday to
Friday, 6.00am to 12.00 on Saturday, 2
guineas per week).

Edward Heuchler (1802-1879)
produced a book of 23 pictures in
1867 showing the ‘Miners Course of
Life’ the stages of which surprisingly
followed very closely that of Ivor.

Plate 1: ‘As a Child’ shows a little
boy playing with water, waterwheel
and Cornish-type stamps. Ivor was
given a shovel at an early age to ‘Dig
for Victory’, and his mates at that
time dug large holes in the gardens
and pit mounds for “coloured
stones” - usually iron slags, used as
childrens currency in Wartime
Madeley.

Plate 3: ‘The First Shift’ - going to work with father (although in IJB’s case
on cycles). The mine is in the background.

A Mining Jubilee

Plate 1: As A Child

Plate 2: shows the interview, accompanied by father. IJB
and father cycled to the pit one Saturday in June 1952 for
a meeting with Mr.Caine, Pit Manager, then another cycle
journey on Saturday July 5th for the ‘signing on’ with
Mr.Osbourne, Training Officer.

Plate 2: As An Applicant (Anhaltender)

The front cover illustration shows
what happens after 50 years. The
old miner “tells his stories to all
who will listen”.

Plate 3: The First Shift

Plate 21, shows the old miner singing in a miners choir in retirement?? (Not
yet at this stage).  Other plates in the book show all aspects of study,
training, management, marriage, travels and the ‘Last Shift’ - not yet
experienced in the writers case. Someone else will have to inform the Club
when the Last Shift (Plate 22) arrives.

Ivor Brown

Pictures from “Des Bergmanns Lebenslauf” were recently reproduced in
“Mining Lore” by W.Paul, Morris Printing Co., Oregon, USA, 1970

Cover: “Des
Bergmanns
Lebenslauf”, (‘The
Miners’s Course of
Life’)

The words in the half circle are the miners’ motto “Trust
in God, hope, strength and courage - gives
contentment”. Note the representations from the ‘cradle’
to the grave, top left and top right (see close-up below).
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Selby Closure?
The UK’s biggest coal mining
operation in Selby, Yorkshire, could
close in 2004.

During the past three years the UK
Coal operated complex has lost £90
million. The company has had
meetings with Government Ministers
to establish what can be done  to
mitigate the effects of the closure on
2,100 miners, their families and
suppliers of goods and services.

UK Coal is prepared to offer miners at
Selby jobs at another of its Yorkshire
Collieries on condition that the
National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) accepts flexible working
practices. The firm is already looking
to introduce 7 day working at its
Kellingley Colliery (near Pontefract)
and other mines.

The NUM has refused to negotiate
on this matter, which would also
affect the future of about 200 miners
at the Prince of Wales Colliery in
Yorkshire, which is due to close in
August this year.

Materials World, June 2002
(submitted by Brian Tildesley)

Materials World to
Merge
“Materials World”, the journal of the
Institute of Materials, will shortly
come under the umbrella of the
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
as both institutes are due to
amalgamate.

Something to Watch.
The final report of the Mining
Minerals and Sustainable
Development (MMSD) project was
launched on 1st May in London. The
report, entitled “Breaking new
ground”, is the result of a two-year
global study aimed at understanding
the impact of the mining and minerals
sector and how to maximise its
contribution to sustainable
development at all levels, from global
to local.

Among the specific actions called for
in the report is “a commitment to
address the negative legacy of the
past”.

In the past such actions have lead to
wholesale destruction of mining
remains which are now considered (at
least by some of us!) to have been of
considerable historical interest, so I
think we should “keep an eye on”
what happens.

Brian Tildesley

News Round-Up 2

Recent Developments
in UK Mining
Bad news sells and many society
newsletters contain copies of news
items detailing closures of mines etc.
- this column hopes to include more
optimistic issues others miss.

New Stone Mine
Wardell Armstrong Mining
Consultants have been involved in
designing a new Portland Stone
underground mine at Stonehills,
between Weston and Southwell.
Access will be by 120m long, 1 in 10
decline, together with a small number
of ventilation shafts, working will be
by pillar and stall, 5m room width
giving 75% extraction. Owners are
Albion Stone Quarries.

Quarry Management,
March 2002

Manager Wanted
Hanson (Bath and Portland Stone)
are advertising for a mine manager for
their Monks Park and Westwood
underground (Dimension Stone)
limestone mines near Bath.

Mining Journal, 5 April 2002

Mining Output
The Coal Authority report (December
31, 2001) states that during the last 3
months some 23 working mines
produced nearly 4 million tonnes of
coal (7,304 workers). Working means
either actively producing, developing
or on care and maintenance.

For Wales the figures are 8 coal
mines 583 workers, 152,669 tonnes

and for Scotland 2 mines, 417 workers
and 277,234 tons. Total number of
active mines 33

(from the Internet)

Potash & Salt
Boulby Mine, Cleveland, now
employs over 800 workers producing,
as a Potash Mine (Monday to Friday)
3 million tonnes per year and as a Salt
Mine (Saturday and Sunday) nearly 1
million tonnes per year.

They have recently completed a £3
million project to repair the
production shaft lining.

Institute Mining & Metallurgy
Lecture, April 2002

Gypsum Mine
British Gypsum Fauld Mine,
Staffordshire, has just purchased two
22 tonne Axera twin boom drill rigs,
each is 2.45m wide, 12.26m long and
1.9m high.

MQR March 2002

Oil Still Flowing
The Eakring Oil Field,
Nottinghamshire/Lincolnshire, is still
producing oil. IJB found a couple of
‘nodding donkeys’ working away
near Sutton-on-Trent in April 2002

Mining Prize
The Institute of Mining Engineers is
offering a prize of £100 for a final year
project of a first degree student in
Shropshire or adjoining counties
based on mining and associated
technologies etc., for information
telephone: R.Bates 01782-612626

Above submitted by:
Ivor Brown

Broseley Miner Killed
From Chelmarsh parish registers:
Sept 17th 1699. Francis Nash of
Broseley, a collier, was killed by the
fall of a basket of coals upon him in
Thomas Nichol’s ground by the
Woodside, buried. He lived about 18
hours after he was hurt.

David Poyner
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South Wales Coalfield Sites
by T.J.Davies

When visiting the South Wales
Coalfield there are a number of
mining museums one can stop off
and see.

The Big Pit at Brynmawr, Cefn Coed
Colliery at Crynant or the Rhonda
Heritage Park (Lewis Merthyr
Colliery) at Pontypridd are all open to
the public as Tourist attractions and
as such are no doubt worth a visit by
any passing Club Members.

For those that wish to give the public
a wide berth, there are two major sites
which are a must for the industrial
archaeologist.

1. The Glyn Pit at Pontypool (ST
2656 9983). Here there are two
derelict engine houses containing

an 1845 beam pumping engine
and an 1850 winding engine plus
a ventilation fan hidden away in
the undergrowth.

2. Penallta Colliery, Gelligaer Nr.
Caerphilly (ST 1399 9585), Closed
in 1992 the following remains are
to be seen:
a. The huge common engine hall
(1906) which contains the two
steam driven conical drum
winders, the main air compressor,
generators and the fan. Entering
the fan section enables one to
walk the evaseé and enter into the
building enclosing the top of the
upcast shaft. There are two cages
suspended at the shaft head; due
to the lack of light I was unable to
see if the shaft had been filled.

b. The two steel frame headgears.
c. The miners baths (1938). These
are four stories high and provided
facilities for 3,500 men only 10
years ago.
d. Ancillary workshops, offices
and boilerhouse.
e. The spoil heap up the hill
behind the baths which is in a
Country Park is sculptured into
the shape of a recumbent pit
pony.

At Penallta, the site when I visited in
November 2001 was completely
accessible and was being used as a
playground by the local hooligans
and consequently was being
vandalised. Visit before it all fades
away or the Local Authority takes
action.

View down fan drift, Glyn Pits, Pontypool.

Below & Right: The rotative beam
pumping engine, Glyn Pits, Pontypool.

Right, top: The rotative
beam pumping engine
flywheel and gearing,
winding engine house in
background beyond site of
shaft.
Right: Crosshead and slides
of vertical winding engine.
Below: Beam pumping engine
gearing.

All Pictures: Kelvin Lake/I.A.Recordings, 1987

Engine details: Single-cylinder
rotative beam pumping engine
(double acting), Neath Abbey
Engineering Works, 1845 (30” x
6ft, 18-20rpm, 50-60 psi.).
Single-cylinder vertical winding
engine (with twin flat rope
winding spools),  Neath Abbey
Works, 1840-45 (36” x 5ft.,
30rpm, 60psi.).  Stopped 1932.
Site maintained after this for pumping Hafodyrynys Colliery.
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A Theme Park built on the 400 acre
site of two old collieries (Denaby
1868-1968 and Cadeby 1893-1986). All
signs of the collieries have been
landscaped out to be replaced by
orchards, terraced gardens, eco-
friendly lavatories (watch the waste
being cleaned as it passes through a
series of glass-fronted reed beds)
and modernistic buildings made of
recycled concrete rubble etc.

Conceived in 1990, it opened in 1998
and has cost at least £100 million. In
its first half-year only 70,000 of the
250,000 expected visitors arrived so it
had to be renamed, revived with a lot
more cash, and the addition of a
massive ‘activity’ centre with
everything from archery to wild-water
canoeing.

Other attractions include Biomass
Gardens, Planet Earth experience (“an
immense cavern set deep into the
hillside”), The Ark, Rainforest
Adventure and ‘20,007 worms’ etc.

Things are settling down and a few
‘activity’ galleries have been built
with interesting displays - even a
large map and model showing where
the pits were.

Denaby’s Shropshire
Connection
For the writer his first visit to this site
in September 1966 was much more
exciting, plenty of muck, dust, steam
and 2,000+ miners at work. Denaby
was said to be the last large pit to use
the ‘Shropshire’ longwall tubstall
system. This was in the Barnsley
Seam, some 3 miles from the shaft
bottom. The seam was 8ft. 8in thick
with 5ft. 10in. worked leaving 2ft.
10in. to support the roof (in
Shropshire seams were much
thinner).

Empty tubs were hauled by rope into
the district and six removed at each
stall-gate, then hauled by pony down
to the face. “3 colliers on each side of
stall-gate take empty tubs along their
stall at the face, they ‘get’ the coal,
fill their 10cwt tub and, when all three

are ready, push these on rails back to
the stall-gate, where the pony and 3
empties were waiting. The operation
is repeated with the pony taking the 6
full ones from the two stalls to the
crossgate, then bringing back 6 more
empties.”

The coal was broken down  by shaft
(pick) and ringer (bar) with
occasional use of a compressed-air
jigger pick. All tubs were swivelled
90o at the face on metal plates.

In 1966 there were 10 stall-gates in
use, with 90 yard long “stall”
between. There were about 65
colliers, with 20 road rippers to
maintain the haulage ways and about
20 haulage workers (pony drivers and
rope hauler drivers), plus 8 ponies,
total: 208 men.

Diesel locos were used to haul from
the crossgate junctions to the pit
bottom. Roof supports consisted of
roadside packs, rigid steel and wood
props and bars.

Worth a Visit (Just)
The Earth Centre, Doncaster and its Shropshire Connection

The face was never straight as
shown in the sketch, but stepped
according to the progress of each
team in the stalls - but it was kept “in
line” overall. Face output per man
shift was 6 tons, payment 4/- 6d per
tub (9/- per ton), each collier normally
‘got’ 10 tons per shift. Colliers were
also paid for packing at 1 guinea per
yard. Each stall would eventually
work itself out and the men from the
end stall would be moved to start a
new one at the other end 900 yards
away, The Shropshire longwall
tubstall workings are said to have
ceased about 1968.

Those who have visited the
Crawstone mine will see the
similarity, although the Crawstone
working here is on a smaller scale
with a circular face system.

Ivor Brown

The Earth Centre,
Denaby Main, Doncaster, DN12 4EA

Telephone: 01709-512000
e-mail: info@earthcentre.org.uk
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THE ROYAL COMMISSION

THE CONDITION OF MINES IN GREAT BRITAIN, 1863

ROMAN GRAVELS
A lead mine, 14 miles from Shrewsbury, under the management of Capt. Vivian. Visited it in
company with Lord Kinnaird.
This mine is worked from the engine shaft, situated at the northern  extremity of the workings,
and is 60 fathoms deep. It is perpendicular, 8½ feet long by 5½ feet wide. The shaft is divided,
one part used as engine and footway shaft, the other for winding. The ladders are in lengths of
4 fathoms, quite perpendicular, and are very difficult to climb. The winding is done by kibbles
drawn by wire ropes.

   Workings.- 1. 6 men on the second north vein in the 6 fathom level, 72 fathoms from shaft,
and 20 fathoms from a winze; size of level 7 x 4 feet. This level runs along side of another
level driven on the first north vein.

It is 20 fathoms from a winze, while the other is 30 fathoms. At the time visited, the end was very
close and smoky; the smoke coming from a hole which had been fired from the end of the first
north vein about one hour and a half previously. The air was coming down the winze and keeping
the smoke in the two ends. Sample W.68. taken in the second end where men were working.
     2.  4 men on the first north vein in the 20 fathom level, 6 fathoms from shaft and 8 fathoms
from winze.
    3.  4 men in the 20 fathom level on Gravel Vein, 40 fathoms from winze. This end was close.
It was supposed to be ventilated by air pipes communicating with a waterfall running from the
6 fathom level; but the pipes were a long way from the end and in a very poor state, and the level
was choked with stuff. Sample W.69 taken here.
    4.  9 men sinking a sump in the first north vein going down to the 40, now 6 fathoms deep .
Sample W.70 taken here.
   5. 4 men in 40 fathom level on Gravel vein, 48 fathoms from shaft, 20 fathoms from winze.
   6. 4 men in 40 fathom level on first north vein, 40 fathoms from winze.
   7. 4 men driving a crosscut from Roman gravel, 6 fathom level to Sawpit vein.
   50 men on tribute in various parts.

Surface.-
There are 30 boys and girls on the floors.
The jigging machines and buddles are not covered in.
The men change upon the boilers.
There is a club to which the men pay 6d. per month, receiving 5s. per week when sick; they pay
also 8d. per month to the doctor, receiving medical care only for themselves and not for their
families.

19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.4
Contributed by I.J.Brown

Note by IJB
The visitors were Lord Kinnaird and
Mr.C.Twite (Mining Engineer).
Mr.Twite is described elsewhere as
being “Lecturer to the Miners
Association of Cornwall and Devon”.
He was commissioned to report on
the “Mines in North Wales” but also
included Roman Gravels and

Snailbeach (to be reproduced later in
this series).

In his evidence to the Kinnaird
Commission on 28 July 1863 (prior to
the visit) Capt. Richard Henry Vivian,
the manager of Roman Gravels Mine,
stated that of the 84 underground
men, there were “about 33 tutwork

men” and “about 50 tributers”. Of the
tutworkers three were boys “blowing
a fan blast”. There were also “30
boys and girls” on the surface but in
his evidence Vivian said they had “4
women”. The ages of the girls/
women are not given, but there were
some men of “between 70 and 80”
years old.

WINZE 1st NORTH VEIN

2nd NORTH VEIN
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“NEWS FROM THE LEAD MINING DISTRICT”

    The men of the Tankerville Consols Mine received on Monday a payment of 5 shillings
in the pound of the money due to them. The hill behind the mine was crowded with men,
who were waiting their turn to receive this instalment of their money. Mr. Jasper Moore,
chairman of the Relief Committee was present. The stoppage of the mine appeared to be
owing to some difference of opinion amongst those interested in the mine, which difference
it is hoped is in the process of adjustment. The men are evidently reluctant to leave the
place, though much colliery work has been offered  and many Montgomeryshire men have
before found work at the Rhondda Valley mines of David Davies M.P.
    Farmers in Wales have lately made requests for assistance in farm labour, especially from
Barmouth where such work it is said will be readily obtained.

From the Wellington Journal August 23, 1884

Elsewhere in the “Pontesbury News” it is reported that “in these hard times for the miners” large numbers could be
seen bringing baskets of berries to the Station to be sold. It added that it was surprising how much money could be
made this way.

Ivor Brown

1884 A Year of Catastrophe
(continued from Part 1. Below 96.2, p9)

Sutton House Well Shaft, Tuesday 5th March 2002
Following up on a request from the
owners of Sutton House,  who had
discovered a well inside their new
extension, 5 clubs members (John
Priest, Andy Harris, Neal Rushton,
Peter Eggleston, Kelvin  Lake) visited
the site to check it out.

A flame safety lamp was first lowered
down the well, then the MineCam
was used for an initial survey. After
discovering it was fairly shallow
(about 10m), with reasonable sides,
Neal descended to make a detailed
study of the brickwork.

About 3m down there
appeared to be a ‘lip’ in the
shaft, below that the
brickwork was a little more
unstable, although it was
felt that it could be made
secure fairly easily. The
very bottom of the well
appeared to be in the
worst condition and may
be fille with concrete.

The owners hope to
keep the well as a
feature inside the

building, possibly with a glass
top and some form of lighting installed to
Illuminate the shaft.

Above: Neal Rushton about to descend the well.
Top right: Neal in the Well at the ‘lip’.
Right: View out of the Well to surface.

All Pictures: Peter Eggleston/I.A.Recordings, from video.
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Members Present: Edwin Thorpe,
Mike Moore, Sue Blattner, Kelvin
Lake, Peter Eggleston, David Poyner,
George Poyner (SMT).

The trip started with a look around
the site of Highley and Stanley
Collieries. The former railway sidings
of Highley Colliery have just been
purchased by the Severn Valley
Railway, who intend to build a
locomotive display shed on the site.

At present the c1950 weighbridge
and office is being excavated and
recorded. The site of the SVR
purchase also includes much of the
remains of Stanley Colliery as well as
a large sandstone quarry, with a
particularly impressive face which
had been dressed by hand. Trial pits
sunk by the SVR suggested that a
feature adjacent to one of the Stanley
shafts, previously suggested to be
the base of an engine house, could
be a reservoir.

The party then moved to Prior’s
Moor in Billingsley to look at the
remains of the Billingsley Colliery
screens and also the site of some
early 19th Century miners’ cottages.

After lunch, following a quick look at
the surface remains of Billingsley
Colliery (still fairly complete despite
being abandoned in 1921!), the
former Billingsley Blast furnace was
visited. This is a confusing site,
although what might have been the
blowing engine house survives as a
cottage (now derelict).

Finally the extensive shafts close to
the furnace in the Deserts Woods
were viewed.

David Poyner

Wyre Forest Coalfield
23rd March 2002, (joint trip with SMT)

Preserved Sheave wheel
(from Donisthorpe Colliery,
Leicestershire)
commemorating the miners
of Highly, in the Severn Valley
Country Park (Highly).

View up the incline (from
near the SVR) towards
Highly Colliery. One of the
shafts of the former Stanley
Colliery was to the right of
the picture.

Highley Colliery sidings and
former landsale yard,
recently purchased by the
Severn Valley Railway.

Left: Site of Billingsley
Colliery screens and railway
line. The cottages were in
the woods to the left.

Below (right): Blacksmiths
shop on the site of
Billingsley Colliery.
Below (left): Mine Office and
other Colliery buildings.
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Rescue Practice 28th April 2002
Total Access, Ecceshall

The rescue practice at Total
Access’s unit Ecceshall saw a good
turn out of members from a number of
clubs (Dudley, Gloucester and
ourselves included).

After an initial ‘tea break’ we were
split into 2 groups and introduced to
the excellent training facilities that
Total Access have set up - this
includes towers and shafts, linked to
tunnels and climbing frames to allow
a wide range of scenarios to be
created and experimented with.

In the morning group ‘A’ was
allocated the outside task - rescuing
someone who had fallen in a deep
shaft, while group ‘B’ experimented
with a variety of SRT rescue
techniques (and a variety of pain
thresholds - according to Alan
Moseley) using the indoor facilities.

The SRT practice proved very useful,
in refreshing the little grey cells,
although crib sheets had to be
referred to on occasions when half-
way up the rope !

During lunch, one or two items in the
tackle stores attracted attention -
most notably a petrol driven prussik
and abseil device for tall buildings -
Andy Harris was positively drooling
at this, although no doubt Alan
Taylor could knock together
something similar out of an old
washing machine and a Morris
Minor!

In the afternoon session the groups
swapped over, luckily group ‘B’
discovered another entrance shaft
into the “cave complex”, which
allowed them to evacuated the victim
from inside the building, instead of
having to stand on top of the tower
during the afternoon rain storm.

Overall a very successful and
productive day. Thanks must go to
Mike Clayton and Emma Porter for
organising the event and to Total
Access for allowing use of the
facility.

Kelvin Lake

Top, left: The main tower (which doubles,
inside, as a shaft).

Top right: Mike Worsfold and Ian Cooper lift
the ‘victim’ over the rails after a successful
evacuation.

Left: Steve Holding and Emma Porter during
the SRT practice.

Right: The’victim’ stuck half-way
down the shaft for the group ‘B’
scenario.

Below: Making the victim
comfortable, prior to evacuation.

Right: Members of the Dudley team
‘testing’ the stretcher at the end of
the day - beware of short victims!

Pictures: Kelvin Lake/I.A.Recordings
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For the past few years I have been
involved in a project, of which one
remarkable feature is the way that it
has been kept secret. Now, being
virtually completed, it is time to
reveal all.

If one enters the Caplecleugh High
Level, in the Upper Nent Valley, it is
possible to explore this level for a
distance of about 500 metres to a
solid collapse. There have been
attempts to dig through this fall in
recent years, all unsuccessful. Many
contemporary researchers dismiss
the Caplecleugh High Level as simply
leading to Bog Shaft. This could not
be further from the truth.

If one could “spirit” oneself through
this fall, one would be able to pass
other falls to eventually find oneself
in virtually solid passage driven
mainly in the limestone. One would
then be able to proceed for about a
mile, in a westerly direction, passing
through several recent digs to
eventually reach the forehead about
four hundred meters from
Longholehead Whimsy.

The level from the portal follows the
Cowslitts Cross Vein to its
intersection with the Caplecleugh
North Vein, this is the area of the fall
that blocks the level. The level then
follows Caplecleugh North Vein
passing several branches on the left.
These crosscut the Caplecleugh Vein
and Caplecleugh Sun Vein, one
reaching the Caplecleugh Engine
Shaft. None of this area is shown on
the abandonment plan, possible a
factor that has lead to confusion.

Proceeding westward one would
pass several sumps leading down to
lower workings; these have concrete
dams put in by the Veille Montagne
Company as this level was used as a
spillway from the compressors in Bog
Shaft. Soon one would be in the area
covered by the abandonment plans,
and reach a crosscut to Longcleeugh
Vein going off on the left. This level
is blocked by collapses, but would
have originally led to Bog Shaft.

Proceeding further to the west, one

would pass Baisbecks Crosscut on
the left and further on the head of
Archers Rise, which would be seen
to be rigged for SRT, this being the
access point from the Caplecleugh
Horse Level below. In this vicinity is
the name “Isaac Archer” and
“Priorsdale House Age 18 1850”.

Further to the west a branch to the
left follows Archers Vein, while the
main passage continues through a
series of tight digs, and areas
containing gas and bad air, to end
eventually at the forehead.

The last known people to enter these
workings, was a survey party
including Thos F Walton, who is the
signatory to the abandonment plans.
A curious fact is that this party all
left their names on the wall, and the
date “February 23, 1926”. Yet the
abandonment plans are dated
December 6th 1922.

There are also a few lines of poetry
signed by an L. W. Pattinson:

“In darkest shades if thou appear
  My dawning is begun
  Thou art my souls bright shining

star
   And thou my rising sun.”

L.W. Pattinson (a member of Thos
Waltons survey group). Feb 23, 1926

The chalk survey marks are to be
seen on the walls going west as far
as the Longlcleugh Vein crosscut;
there was no sign that anyone had
been in the westerly extremity for any
number of years.

Since the early 1990s I had been
exploring the Caplecleugh workings,
and climbing the various rises. Later,
I was to team up with Ian Hebson, a
fellow member of several northern
mining societies. Ian is a better
climber than me, and together we
have managed to climb virtually
every rise from the Caplecleugh
Horse level into the Great Limestone
workings. Ian also gained Archers
Rise and fitted it out with SRT ropes,
however at this point in time I am not
prepared to describe the route in

detail because of safety
considerations. Both Ian and myself
have put a lot of effort into this
project, Ian’s climbing on several
occasions put himself at personal
risk. I myself have spent up to ten
and a half hours digging in there,
carrying materials including two Acro
props through the workings and up
the various SRT rises.

Others, including Ians girlfriend
Kirsten Crowther, have been part of
the team on and off.

As I have stated in the forgoing text,
the main level from the collapse in the
entrance section, to its forehead is
approximately one mile. If one
includes the various side passages,
stopes, rises and sumps, there is
probably about two miles of working
not previously accessed by modern
explorers.

I would council a great deal of
caution to anyone considering
attempting to locate the routes and
explore these workings. The route
itself is slightly unstable, and the
western end of the high level has gas
and bad air. In sharp contrast the
eastern end is very strongly
ventilated, in fact TOO strongly. It is
the coldest place I have ever visited
underground, and therefore carries
the attendant risk of someone going
into hypothermia.

It is my hope that this discovery will
prompt an organised effort to dig the
collapse in the main level. This would
provide an easier access route for
proper research, and greatly add to
the famous “Nenthead Through
Trip”.

I am also in the process of writing a
book about Caplecleugh. This will
include a diary of events relating to
the re-accessing of the high level
network, told as it happened. In the
mean time I welcome discussion with
any contemporary researcher or
historian who has an interest in the
area.

E-mail:  roy@iriscom.co.uk
Telephone: 01922 406713

Nenthead News Release
by Roy Fellows
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The mines of the Madeley Wood
Company depended mainly on canal
and river transport but in the late 19th
century Halesfield and Kemberton
(the Company’s last mine, sunk in
1864) were connected by tramway
and joined to a standard gauge line at
a joint siding. This siding was based
on a spur about 500 yards from
Halesfield and 600 yards from
Kemberton Pit, but the siding tracks
were on the Halesfield Pit, side of the
connection.

The Sidings
The Tithe Map of 1847 shows only
the narrow gauge tramway from
Halesfield Mine to the canal as
described in the previous articles, but
there were almost certainly some
tramways on the two small waste
heaps also shown. On the heaps the
separation of the ironstone and
shales would take place.

During the 1850s, a branch line nearly
.4 miles long, the Madeley Branch,
constructed. It commenced at
Madeley Junction and was completed
to Madeley Court in 1854, then
opened to Lightmoor in October 1855
and was eventually linked with the
Wellington and Severn Junction
Railway at Lightmoor in May 1859.
Shortly afterwards, in the 1860’s,
Kemberton Mine was being sunk and
connected by means of a tramroad
running roughly parallel to the
Madeley Branch, to Halesfield Mine.

At its nearest point the Branch Line
and tramway were only about 600 feet
apart. In 1869 the Madeley Wood
Company and the Great Western
Railway reached agreement for a
connected ‘Siding’. A spur some 700
feet long towards the tramroads was
formed with two parallel standard
gauge tracks each about 350 feet long
at the end and running alongside the
tramway towards Halesfield.

Although later called Kemberton
Siding, this was all constructed
within Madeley Parish (i.e. west of
the Mad Brook) and not Kemberton
as was the new mine. In the 20th
Century the landsale point developed

here would in fact be called
Halesfield Landsale Wharf.

The 1883 OS Map shows the
situation as described above but
there is an additional siding running
parallel to the spur line which it is
believed, was also used for bringing
in supplies. An old wooden-jib,
manually operated crane was
provided near the road crossing and
this survived until the 1960s (see
photo). The only buildings in 1882
seem to have been a small cabin and
a weighbridge - it would appear that
no coal preparation was required
here.

The 1901 OS Map indicates that few
changes had taken place except for
an extra siding alongside the spur
making four in all. By the late 1920s
considerable changes had however
taken place, Halesfield had finally
ceased production of ironstone and
coal and the tramway connection
between the two mines had been
broken. The spur was extended
through the breach and another
siding formed parallel to the earlier
sidings but some distance from it. At
the end of the spur near the new
siding an elevated coal screening and
sizing plant was built. Rail waggons
were pushed onto the spur from the
main branch line by the locomotives
which themselves, never entered the

spur or sidings. The waggons were
then placed by horses, rope-haulage
or gravity as the southern end of the
sidings was elevated. On this track
the waggons were allowed to run
back under the screen by gravity
using the waggon brake as
necessary. At some time before 1930
a secondary spur was made off the
main spur and this ran diagonally
across open ground towards the
Halesfield end of the siding. This
made 4 sidings with a capacity of 38,
17, 17, and 18 waggons respectively.

1930s Modernisation
Following some mechanisation
underground in the 1930s a
‘washbox’ was added to the screens.
The sidings themselves were also
modified with the straightening and
extension of the main spur and the
diagonal spur was adjusted so that it
formed a bypass around the screens
giving access for empty waggons to
the rear of the plant.

The operation remained as before,
the waggons being shunted off the
branch, drawn up the spur to the end
and then allowed to run by gravity
back under the required sizing screen
or (if required) pulled back up the
shunt and allowed to run full onto
the landsale sidings. Here the coal
was manually shovelled from the rail-
wagon into waiting lorries where,

Map 1: Halesfield Colliery Siding, from the 1883, Ordnance Survey

Halesfield Mine (Part 4)
Its tramways and the Standard Gauge Sidings, Ivor J.Brown
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formerly, the coal had been shovelled
the other way, from pit tub on the
tramway to the railwaggon.

Even in the early 1950s three horses
were retained at Halesfield Mine for
use on the sidings as required to
assist in the movement of waggons.
Full waggons having passed under
the screen buildings would be
marshalled into trains and drawn out
onto the main spur at scheduled
times by steam locomotive. The
general operation of the sidings and
provision of locomotives is described
in Ken Jones’ book on ‘The Wenlock
Branch’ (Oakwood Press 1998). It is
surprising but, as yet, no information
on any company livery for the
waggons has been found. In the
early 1950s the writer remembers only
waggons having a big white cross on
them with the words “Not for General
Use” in the sidings and ordinary BR
wagons on the spur.

In 1955 the sidings employed 6
‘shunters’ at 32s 9d per shift and 2
‘plate layers’ at 37s 6d per shift. The
cost of this on the colliery output
was 4 old pence per ton. In the late
1950s and 60s further modifications
were made to the sidings mainly in
association with additions to the coal
preparation plant (see next part).

Halesfield Mine (Part 4)
Its tramways and the Standard Gauge Sidings, continued ..

Map 2 (above): Halesfield Colliery Siding, from the 1901, Ordnance Survey

Map 3 (below): Area of Halesfield and Kemberton Collieries, from the 1928,
Ordnance Survey
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Halesfield Pit Tramways
The development of the tramway
system around Halesfield must have
begun in the 1830s as sinking took
place and by 1847 it had been
connected to the canal via an incline.
This pit was mainly an ironstone pit
at the time and material would have
been taken to the waste mounds for
separation. A very clear tramway
system is shown for this on the 1901
Map (see previous page, Map 2).

By the 1880s maps show that a
double track tramway existed from
Halesfield to Kemberton pit some
1100 yards away but surprisingly the
track did not run continuously
through the Halesfield site to the
incline. This is probably because any
tubs containing ironstone and shale
would have been tipped at Halesfield
for sorting before being sent on
down the incline. Coal tubs would
generally only need to go as far as
the sidings where the coal would be
transferred into standard gauge
waggons manually. There was little
need for coal from Kemberton to
travel by incline and canal since
other company mines were nearer to
Blists Hill Furnaces and Coalport.

Map 4 (above): Halesfield-Kemberton Colliery Siding, about the 1960’s,
from the  Ordnance Survey Map.

Photograph 1 (below): Madeley Wood Colliery Landsale Sidings at Halesfield Pit in 1952. Note the parallel
sidings, the ‘endless’ rope in foreground and under the waggons, Halesfield headframes at rear and the loading
of a lorry manually using ‘bags’.
(A photo looking along the siding from the headframe was given in ‘Below’ 2001.4).

Halesfield Mine (Part 4)
Its tramways and the Standard Gauge Sidings, continued ..
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By the 1930s the Halesfield tramway
ended at the start of the siding, it had
little use because all mineral
production ceased at Halesfield and
even this section was lifted shortly
afterwards. Only a few short
sections, radiating from the
Halesfield shafts , survived in the
1950s. About 1970 the primary road
‘Brockton Way’ was constructed at
right-angles through the middle of
the Halesfield Tramway and siding,
between the mine and the Branch
Railway spur.

Kemberton Pit Tramway and the Coal
Preparation Plant will be covered in
the next issue of ‘Below’.

Ivor Brown

Photograph 2 (above): Roller at Tweedale Canal
Bridge in the late 1950’s (Note the bridge parapet in
the background, to the left of the rollers front wheel)

Photograph 3: Canal crane at Kemberton Pit, 1959.

Photograph 4 (below): Derelict land at old Kemberton
Colliery showing the sidings, July 1973.

All photographs for this article by Ivor
Brown.

Halesfield Mine (Part 4)
Its tramways and the Standard Gauge Sidings, continued ..
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Following Ivor’s report at the April
meeting (see page 2) about the
remains in the woods near to the
‘hairpin bend’ on the road to
Broseley, Peter Eggleston and myself
decided to have a ‘walk in the
woods’.

At the hairpin bend a track (parallel
to the main road) runs up hill towards
the houses which presumably were
the mine offices. Near to the bend is a
wall alongside the road, with a short
cutting, possibly a run-in entrance to
an adit going into the hillside.

Above the adit are the main remains
of the mine. A small concrete engine
bed near to what appears to be a
ventilation shaft. The shaft top is
brick, surrounding a 1.4m diameter
‘tube’ (which has been bricked up -
possibly in 1970). From debris
scattered around this area it look as if
there was a small electric driven fan
on the engine bed, presumably
connected to the ventilation shaft by
ducting. The engine bed is made of
quite crude concrete, containing a lot
of high temperature blast furnace
slag, supported, or cast on-top of,
old railway lines. Four holding down
bolts survive (just!). Small pieces of
the engine bed casting survive in the
undergrowth, still attached to a bulk
of timber.

Fig. 1: Location sketch of
Engine Mount and Ventilation
Shaft, relative to Broseley
Road. (Not to scale)

Fig 2: Distances and angles
between the Engine mount and
Ventilation Shaft relative to
magnetic North.

Left: The Concrete engine
mount seen from where it
would have connected to
the fan ‘drift’. (1 metre rule
on top of mounting).

Fig 3 (below): Sketch of
the Engine mount.

Some Mining Remains
in the Woods of Broseley
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Following the line of the adit up hill,
there is a larger fenced off shaft and
up the hill from here a much larger
concrete and stone engine mount
near to a small quarry face. Two
holding down bolts survive on this
mount, 1.2m (40 inches) apart. To one
side of this is an egg-ended boiler,
0.8m (~3ft.) in diameter and 3.8m long.
It is made of fairly small iron riveted
plates and appears to have been
moved from its original position and
tipped upside down (the mud lid hole
is underneath it).

Fig 4: Sketch of  the
ventilation shaft top.

Below: View of the
bricked up ventilation
‘tube’. (1 metre rule in
bottom of picture for scale).

Exploring the woods further,
revealed a number of old quarry
faces, remains of other shafts, a
quarry crusher site (with lots of old
’Ladywood Broseley’ tiles, and
numerous rails used for fences), old
tramway routes (complete with
rails), an adit, an old plateway
sleeper at the bottom of a waste
heap and old quarry building.

A very similar egg-ended boiler to
the one in the woods can be found
in the River bank at Jackfield by the
slip - a couple of other boilers, of a
different type, can also be seen in the
river.

It shows how much still remains to be
discovered, even in areas that you
think the Club has explored in some
depth!

Kelvin Lake

Left: View of the egg-ended
boiler, covered in ivy.

Above: One end, of the boiler.
Note: the riveted plates.

Above: Peter Eggleston holding
the plateway sleeper.
Right: Close-up photograph of one
end of sleeper and sketch showing
dimensions.

All pictures & sketches:
Kelvin Lake/I.A.Recordings, 2002

Some Mining Remains
in the Woods of Broseley
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The last section of the Lambton
Railway, County Durham, was taken
out of use as recently as 1986 – but
now there’s little trace of the hive of
industry which spawned it.

The railway linked the collieries of
the area with the staithes on the
River Wear.  Five of the Newbottle
Collieries were named after the
daughters of  colliery owner John
Nesham – Dorothea (“the Dolly”);
Margaret (“the Peggy”); Jane (now
Jane Pit House); Mary and Betty.

Betty Pit stood on the site of the
present Bee Hive public house. The
original Bee Hive was at Sedgeletch
(Low Dubmires), just a few hundred
yards south west of the present pub.
The ruins can still be seen.

The Success pit started drawing
coals in 1749 and was named by John
Nesham in 1750, surviving long
enough to give its name to the village
which grew around it.  The Success
brickfield, where long rows of colliery
houses once stood, is now the site of
the Shiney Row Centre of the City of
Sunderland College.

The Wellington pub, at the
crossroads at Bankhead, right on the
route of the old railway, could have
been so named because of a visit by
the Duke of Wellington. In the 1820’s
this was a waggonway, transporting
coal from the collieries in the Rainton
and Colliery Row areas to the
Penshaw staithes. The Duke of
Wellington travelled along this route
on September 29, 1827.

Near Vienna, now Colliery Row, one
of George Stephenson’s “steam
elephants” was shown off and the
procession continued via Dubmire,
Sedgeletch, and Shiney Row to
Penshaw. From the engine house
near the home of the colliery viewer,
John Buddle, the gentlemen walked
down to the staithes, to watch the
coal being transferred between the
wagons and the waiting keel boats.

Some of the buildings shown on an
1862 map of the area still survive.  At
Philadelphia, later the main centre for
the Lambton Railway and Engine
Works, part of Wellington Row still
exists, and Shop Row and Chapel
Row on Philadelphia Lane still stand
although much altered over the

years.  At the railway crossing end of
Chapel Row there was a pub called
the Masons Arms.

Bunker Hill once housed various
colliery administration departments,
and also “the Choppy House”, where
fodder for the pit ponies was
prepared.

To the west of Stott’s pastures a farm
was marked on the 1862 OS map,
surprisingly this is still standing,
although now abandoned and
derelict.

Between the farm and the bridge
carrying Junction Bank on the
Lambton Railway stood Junction
Row along with three long rows of
Sunniside, now all gone.

Based on an item in the
Sunderland Echo

Thursday April 18th 2002.
Submitted by Alan Vickers

Opposite: Map based on the OS and
Coal Authority maps of the
Fencehouses area showing some
of the Pits and places mentioned in
this article.

Old Boilers at Jackfield
As mentioned in the article on the previous page, there
are several old boilers in the bank of the River Severn at
Jackfield. They appear to be full of concrete and have
been used to try and stabilise the river bank around the
area of the world famous ‘Jackfield Slip’.

The path that runs along the river bank (at the moment)
was the main road, until the early 1980’s down to Maws
tile works. When it ‘slipped’ the wooden boards were laid
along the route of the old Severn Valley Railway, which at
that time was relatively straight!

In recent years at least three of the boilers have been
washed out of the bank and are now out in the river.
However there is one still clearly visible in the bank
which bears a stiking similarity to the boiler in the
woods near to Broseley Road.

Below: Old boilers, full of concrete
in the River Severn at Jackfield.

Left: An egg-ended boiler, being used for bank
reinforcement at Jackfield.

Lambton Railway and Surrounding Collieries,
County Durham
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Sketch Map of the Fence Houses Area,
County Durham, based on the First Edition
Ordnance Survey and Coal Authority Seam Plans

Lambton Railway and Surrounding Collieries,
County Durham
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Getting the Rocks off,
via Paint Shaft, Snailbeach

Following the discovery, in the main
stope at Snailbeach, of the crushed
ladder and large rocks perched on top
of it, it was decided to attempt to clear
the ladder and ascertain where the
rocks came from. The big worry was
that the rocks were falling form the
roof.

From below the rocks looked fairly
large, but it was obvious from the
damage done to the ladder guard rails
that some pretty heavy material had
come down already. The ladder in
question was put in by the
Contractors when the council were
carrying out the main stabilisation
work and it effectively connects the
main chamber to the area around the
‘bottom’ of paint shaft.

It was decided that the only safe way
to carry out the work was to descend
Paint shaft, then try to clear the rocks
form the ladder from above. The only
‘snaggett’ was that the lid of Paint
shaft was welded on! However after
Ian Cooper gave it a bit of a talking
too, we were in. Steve Holding and
Eileen Bowen went into the Main
Stope via Perkins Level and stood on
the up-hill side of the ladder with the
Hayphone, Peter Eggleston stayed by
the top of Paint shaft with the other
Hayphone and the Club radios. While
Mike Worsfold, Ian Cooper and
Kelvin Lake descended Paint shaft to
reach the top of the ladder. They took
another Club radio and a length of
wire was lowered to act as a ‘leaky
feeder’.

A careful examination of the area
above the ladder (which was a hole
up through a pillar) suggested that
the rocks had not, as was feared come
from the roof, but probably came from
a pile of material stacked on top of the
pillar. This material may have been
undermined by water running down
onto the pillar, then slid off, down the
hole onto the top of the ladder. We
cannot be sure if this is the case, so
the situation needs monitoring.

The rocks that were still wedged on
the ladder were very substantial (to
say the least!) and even using a full
length scaffold pole as a lever it was

almost impossible for 3 people to
move them! After a considerable time
spent carefully levering, wedging and
rocking it was possible to over-
balance the higher rocks, making
them continue down past the ladder
into the stope. It is estimated that a
couple of them weighed in the region
of a quarter to half a tonne -they
certainly made an interesting sound
when they fell !!

Once the ladder was clear, the
squashed guard hoops were
removed, at least making the ladder
climbable. It must be stressed that no
one should climb the ladder without
taking the proper safety precautions
and for the time being, no members of
the public should be allowed into the
stope.

Above: The rocks on the ladder,
seen from below. (Picture: Ian Cooper)

Above: Ian ‘cutting’ his way into
Paint shaft.
Below: Ian beside the pile of rocks
at the top of the ladder.

Below: The ‘last rock’ on the ladder.

Above: The damage done to the
hoops at the bottom of the ladder.
Below: The ladder mounting,
partially pulled from the wall.

Below: Ian Cooper checking the
ladder after clearing the ‘last rock’.
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Lisheen Developments
Develpoment of Lisheen Zinc Mine
in County Tipperary, the largest
underground zinc mine in Europe, is
being speeded up by specialist
admixtures from Sika Ireland. Two
Aliva wet process concrete spraying
machines are fed by an 11m3 mine
truck containing fresh concrete mix
which has to be transported nearly
2km underground. The mix has to
survive the journey without
segregation, need no remixing before
use and spray with minimum
rebound. Spraying rates of up to
55m3 a shift have been achieved and
the system is now also in use at the
nearby Galmoy Mine.

New Civil Engineer, Concrete
Supplement Nov. 2001

Flint Mines
The Neolithic Flint Mines at Spiennes
in Belgium have been declared a
World Heritage Site. This is an
encouraging move towards
recognising the importance of
underground archaeology, albeit in
Belgium rather than Britain.
Spiennes is a hamlet 5km south-east
of Mons (Bergen) and is on a par
with Ryckholt, St Geetruid (in The
Netherlands), Krzemionki (Poland)
and Grimes Graves. A description,
site map and mine sections are given
in Robert Shepherd’s “Prehistoric
Mining and Allied Industries”
(Academic  Press, 1980, pages 68-76).

Paul Sowan, PDMHS
Newsletter 102, April 2002

Belgium has  a number of interesting
Mining and Caving sites. Although
all underground coal mining ceased
some years ago there are several
excellent preserved coal mining sites,
such as Bois du Luc, Blegny Mine
(www.blegnymine.be), Le Grand
Hornu. Other sites include Au Coeur
De L’Ardoise (a slate mine) and
several show caves, the most notable
being the Caves of Han (a 3km trip
which involves a tram ride to the
cave, a walk through the cave, then a
boat trip out - with a canonade!).
Perhaps more in a future ‘Below’.....

5th International
Souterrains Congress
The Friends of Williamson’s Tunnels
are hosting this years event - known
as “Souterrains 2K2”, from 8th to
12th August in Liverpool.

This gathering of enthusiasts from
around Europe is a growing event
and offers, discussions, papers,
presentations, and visits to
underground features. Sites on offer
include an old Overhead Railway
station (yes its underground!), the
Salt Mine at Nantwich, the hidden
workings of the road tunnel under
the Mersey and the 19th Century
Williamson’s Tunnels.

There is a daily conference charge of
approximately £20, which covers
meals, transport, facilities etc.
Delegates can join in for as many of
the four days as they like.

Booking (as early as possible) is
essential and details are available on
the event web site:

www.souterrain2k2.co.uk

Or contact the organiser: Chris Iles,
Tel: 07976-848-458

UK Coal Wins £21m
UK Coal has successfully bid to join
the UK Emissions Trading Scheme
designed to reduce the volume of
greenhouse gases emitted into the
atmosphere. The UK’s leading coal
producer qualified for £21m of the
£215m the government is making
available to kick-start emissions
trading. The company will install
engines to convert methane extracted
from mines into electricity.
Independant 18th March 2002

Aggregate Tax Delay
The CBI has been trying to get the
government to delay the
implementation of the Aggregates
Levy, a tax on the quarrying of raw
materials which came into force on
April 1st. However it seems they
have not been successful.
Independant 18th March 2002

News Round-Up 2

Plates and Places
As the holiday season approaches
you may want to play “I-Spy” with
the new style vehicle number plates
and see how many different ‘places’
the cars you see on a trip come from.

The first 2 letters of the new format
number plates indicate at which of
the DVLA’s 40 local offices a vehicle
was first registered. Here is the full
listing:

AA - N Peterborough
AO - U Norwich
AV - Y Ipswich
BA - Y Birmingham
CA - O Cardiff
CP - V Swansea
CW - Y Bangor
DA - K Chester
DL - Y Shrewsbury
EA - Y Chelmsford
FA - P Nottingham
FR - Y Lincoln
GA - O Maidstone
GP - Y Brighton
HA - J Bournemouth
HK - Y Portsmouth
KA - L Luton
KM - Y Northampton
LA - J Wimbledon
LK - T Stanmore
LU - Y Sidcup
MA - Y Manchester
NA - O Newcastle
NP - Y Stockton
OA - Y Oxford
PA - T Preston
PU - Y Carlisle
RA - Y Reading
SA - J Glasgow
SK - O Edinburgh
SP - T Dundee
SU - W Aberdeen
SX - Y Inverness
VA - Y Worcester
WA - J Exeter
WK - L Truro
WM - Y Bristol
YA - K Leeds
YL - U Sheffield
YV - Y Beverley

Happy spotting, and happy holidays.
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This International Cave Rescue
Congress is to be held in South
Wales, from July 21 to July 27 2003,
under the joint auspices of the
BCRA and  The South Wales Cave
Rescue Organisation and organised
by the West Brecon Cave Rescue
Team.

The event will be held at the South
Wales Caving Club, Penwyllt,
Abercave, Swansea, South Wales.

The Director is Brian Jopling (‘Jopo’)
jopo@freenetname.co.uk

Secretary Gary Evans
GaryEvs@compuserve.com

The Objectives of ResCon03 are:
* To bring together cave rescue

teams and individuals interested
in all aspects of cave rescue for a
one week practical symposium.

Aims:
To promote the exchange of
techniques and equipment between
cave rescuers from many different
caving areas and to build upon the
valuable experiences of RESCON92
and The First European Cave Rescue
Congress, Germany 1999.
Delegates will be expected to partake
in underground workshops and be
encouraged to demonstrate their own
techniques and equipment. Some
techniques and equipment will be
more easily demonstrated on the
surface and full facilities will be
provided.

Costs will be kept to a minimum and
grant aid will be sought from national
bodies.

Pre and Post congress sport caving
camps will be organised in all major
UK caving areas so delegates can
combine a caving holiday with
RESCON03.

If you are interested in this event and
would like to be added to the circular
list please email Jopo your address.

ResCon 03 -
International Cave
Rescue Congress

Help, Events & For Sale
Notices

Archaeometallurgy in
Europe

Milan, 24-26 September 2003.
This is an advanced notice of an
archaemetallurgy conference with
plans for a significant mining related
content. Details are available on their
website:

www.aimnet.it/archaeo.htm

The conference aims at gathering and
sharing information on the history of
all aspects of iron and copper
metallurgy in European countries.
The two main topics will give rise to
two sessions that will cover a wide
range of aspects concerning
European archaeometallurgical items
dating back from the origins to the
first half of the XVIII Century. The
conference intends to promote an
active dialogue among researchers
involved with archaeometallurgy, by
creating an opportunity to discuss
new areas of research such as the
interaction between the study of
ancient metallurgical process,
conservation science and application
of modern metallurgical experimental
methods and techniques to
investigate, to identify and to date
ancient artefacts.

III International
Congress on Geological

and Mining Heritage
Cartagena, 24-26 October 2002.

Organised by  Sociedad Espanola
Para la Defensa del Patrimonio
Geologico y Minero (Spanish Society
for the Preservation of the Geological
and Mining Heritage) in conjunction
with the Polytechnic University of
Cartagena (UPCT) and the Geological
& Mining Institute of Spain (IGME).

Subject areas include - Geological
Heritage; Heritage and Mining
Landscape; Archaeology, History
and Sociology of Mining; Museums,
Geological and Mining Parks.

Language for presentations is not
specified but the circular has been
printed in English. Registration fee,
including documentation and social
events, 90 Euros. Further information
is available online in Spanish at:

www.upct.es/sedpgym
and

www.inicia.es/de/sedpgym
- this site has some interesting
pictures.

Derbyshire Ducks
In an attempt to raise funds to
replace their aging ‘ambulance’,
DCRO is holding a Duck Race in
Castleton on 4th August.

To take part in this event all you
have to do is cough up £1 and you
will be allocated a duck - first one
past the post receives £100 for the
(temporary) owner, £50 for second
place and £25 for third.

If you cannot find a DCRO member
selling ducks you can send your
money to Ralph Johnston, 92 Long
Valley Road, Biddulph, Stoke-on-
Trent St8 6QZ, and he will do the
rest.

How about the SCMC sponsoring a
‘Corporate Duck’ ?

Descent (166)

NAMHO Advice
NAMHO has placed its latest
information document on the web in
Adobe Acrobat format at:

www.namho.org

In draft form, it offers guidelines for
“Recording the Underground
Archaeology of Mines”. The
specificaitons are useful as, unlike
surface documentation for
archaeology, there has been little
published on the subject until now.
A draft updated document covering
the “Removal of Artifacts” can also
be downloaded and comments are
welcome on both. This brings the
total number of guidelines to six, the
others being: Underground
Exploration - Novices, Underground
Exploration - Leaders, Mineral
Collecting at Disused Mines and
Archival Research.

Descent (166)
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e-mail: info@iarecordings.org or visit their web site at:
www.iarecordings.org

Mining Videos

A Tour of Clive Copper
Mine, £14.95
A comprehensive guided tour of
Clive, with Edwin Thorpe acting the
‘experienced’ expert and Kelvin Lake
the ‘novice’. The tour covers both
the upper and lower levels, plus the
Northern stope (the access to which
has completely changed).
Clive Rescue Practice, £9.95
An action packed ‘head banging’
record of a Club rescue practice,
featuring the ‘infamous’ maypole
winze traverse!
Snailbeach, £14.95
The rise and fall of Snailbeach, once
renowned as the “richest per acre of
ground in Europe”, is traced in this
production through the use of
historic photographs, animated plans
and sections, and unique
underground video footage.
Glengowla, £6.95
A tour around this amazing mineral
rich lead mine in Ireland, complete
with commentary and diagrams.

[12 mins.]

Collections from the Archives
The following tapes contain almost
all the footage recorded at the given
mine, and are intended as a resource
base, not a finished production:

C.15:Dudley Tunnel ’88 to ’89,£14.10
C.18:Donisthorpe Colliery, £11.75
C.20a:Snailbeach - Final Frontier, £9.87
C.23: Bagworth Colliery, £11.75
C.28: Morse’s Level, £9.87
C.29: SCMC in Cornwall, £16.45
C.32: SCMC in Ireland, £14.10
C.37: Dudley Tunnel - Wrens Nest

East Mine, a rare trip into the
workings during stabilisation
works.£9.87

C.41: Hem Heath Winders, £9.87
C.42 The SCMC at Onslow Park - a

record of the 1998 Club and Trust
display. £ 9.87

C.44 Nenthead Lead Mines - surface,
plus Smallcleugh, Rampgill Horse,
Capleclough Levels & Carrs
Level, £9.87

C.45 Twelve Mines of Ireland - made
for the first AGM of the MHSI it
contains excerts of C.32 with
added commentary. £11.75

C.46 Astley Green Colliery - shot
during the 1999 engine rally at the
Museum site (including views of
the huge winding engine) £9.87

C.48 Draglines - features the moving
of “Oddball” at St.Aidans
Opencast site, plus bigger
draglines at work in the North
East of England. £14.10

C.49 Annesley-Bentinck Colliery -
tour of surface, washery & rail
loading bunker. £9.87

For more details about videos contact:
I.A.Recordings, PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH

Books, Videos and Events

all available from the Club at a discount,
 see Alan Robinson

Beneath Your Feet
Ike Wilson, paperback 32pp A5, this
is a privately produced photograph
study of the Tankarsdtown Mine
South of Waterford.

Ike has produced some 30 photos of
surface and underground features it
is surprising how much of the
workings are still available to see
albeit with a difficult climb down the
sea cliff.

Tankardstown Mine Buildings are
famous for appearing as part of the
set on a War film featuring German
POW's escaping.

It is not the best produced
publication but still is worth having if
you are interested in Irish Mines.
Price: £4.95

Dancing the Culm
Michael J Conry, Hardback 333pp
again privately produced but to a
very high quality.

First of all what is Culm? - it is the
fine gritty dust by product of
anthracite mining which was used as
domestic and industrial Fuel. Culm
itself could only be used as a
domestic fuel when it was made into
balls or bombs. People developed
techniques of making these balls
which were burnt in special grates.
Part of the way the Culm was worked
up was by getting a heap and
dancing on it to ensure suitable mix,
other methods were used such as
grinding wheels etc.

The book studies the Coalfields of
Ireland in detail. It is also an
extremely well written social and
industrial history . The book includes
lots of colour photographs and
plans. Although not cheap, it is a
book I can highly recommend.

Price: £36.00
Mike Moore

www.moorebooks.co.uk
mike@moorebooks.co.uk

Life on a Line
Subtitled “A Manual of modern cave
rescue ropework techniques”, breaks
new ground in being a complete
professionally produced book freely
available to everyone! Written by
Dave Merchant, it represents the
culmination of a three year, non-
profit making project, in which he has
tried to offer up-to-date information
on rope rescue techniques
specifically intended for use both
underground and in the UK.

The book is being released in Adobe
Acrobat format in 3 parts (1 and 2 are
already out) on the internet, web site
address:

www.draftlight.net/lifeonaline/
download.html

Part three will be released later in the
year. Regular updates are planned, so
its worth revisiting the site even
when you have downloaded a copy.
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Diary Dates 2002Club Officers

10th July - 10th Aug: World Caves
Expo, Samcheok, Korea.

4th Aug: DCRO Duck Race,
Castleton.

8th - 12th Aug: 5th International
Congress on Souterrains, Liverpool.

17th - 26th Aug: Craven PC Winch
Meet, Gaping Gill.

25th Aug: Columns Open Day, Ogof
Ffynnon Ddu.

21st Sept: Start of Speleoart
Exhibition, Dudley Art Gallery and
Museum.

Oct: Hidden Earth 2002, National
Caving Conference, Monmouth.

26th Oct: MRO Rescue Practice,
Longwood/August System.

1st - 3rd Nov: 10th International Cave
Rescue Meeting, Liège, Belgium.

2nd Nov: CBA West Midlands,
Autumn Day School entitled “The
Industrial Archaeology of the West
Midlands”, Birmingham University

2003
21st-27th July: International Cave
Rescue Congress is to be held at
Penwyllt, Abercave, South Wales.

Automating Single Rope Techniques ....

... it needs a few
mods, the throttles
a bit fierce ...

What do you think
of this - a motorised

Chest Jammer !

... and the brakesdon’t seem to work inreverse, don’t try it
until I make a
few tweaks.
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Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Conservation Office:
John Martin

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor: Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Steve Holding

Vice Chair & Assistant
Secretary: Eileen Bowen

Secretary: Mike Davies
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Tackle Officer: Andy Harris

Training Officer: Ian Davies


